ANZAM Calendar of Events and Professional
Development opportunities for members.
ANZAM runs Professional development sessions for its members. Some of these are specifically
tailored to Associate/Student members, Heads of Schools or Institutional members.
Here is a quick snapshot of the sessions you may have missed AND read on to see what is
coming up!
To find out more, visit ANZAM’s Website / Videos. (Not all sessions are recorded).
DATE

SESSION DETAILS

26/11/21

The session brought together Professor Alex Newman and Professor Kevin Lowe who
discussed the topic of conducting systematic literature reviews. They examined the
benefits of conducting such reviews, provided advice around how to go about conducting
a review and searching for literature,
and highlighting the main issues that reviewers and editors will look at when evaluating a
review.
Professor Alexander Newman – Head of Department of Management, Deakin
University. Professor Kevin Lowe – Professor of Leadership, University of Sydney
Business School

30/11/21

ANZAM Doctoral Student Workshop
A day-long workshop for ANZAM HDR student (Associate) members, held annually.
Doctoral Representative 2021 – Mohammed Khaiata, University of Western Australia

01/12 – 02/12/21

ANZAM Conference, hosted by Edith Cowan University. Virtual format
Conference Chairs 2021 – Professor Peter Galvin and Dr Andrei Lux, Edith Cowan
University

17/02/22

ASSOCIATE/STUDENT PD

“How to Publish”
The first session featured Dr Alexandra Williamson of the Australian Centre for
Philanthropy & Nonprofit Studies in the QUT Business School. Alex completed her PhD in
2018 and has a stunning publication track record already – so naturally she’s going to
share her tips on how to publish.
24/02/22

“Structural Equation Modelling”
Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) is a powerful quantitative analytical technique that
allows you to use a single simultaneous model to test multiple interactions between
complex variables. In this session, Dr Matthew Xerri provided a personal introduction to
the concepts and practice of SEM in a setting suitable for anyone with a basic knowledge
of statistics, but limited-to-no knowledge of SEM. At the end of the session, participants
will have a more nuanced understanding of the when, why and how of using (and
publishing) SEM within the management discipline.
Dr Matthew Xerri, Senior Lecturer – Griffith Business School

16/03/22

ASSOCIATE/STUDENT PD

“An academic career in the new normal: Mission possible?”
Presented by Dr Matthew Xerri, Senior Lecturer in HRM at Griffith Business School and
HDR Convenor extraordinaire. Matt is going share his experience of the journey from PhD
and casual academic to mid-career full-timer.
Dr Matthew Xerri, Senior Lecturer – Griffith Business School
24/03/22

“Industry Engagement in Teaching and Learning”
With a growing focus in the higher education sector on graduate employability, industry

DATE

SESSION DETAILS
engagement in teaching and learning becomes an essential element to ensure institutions
are delivering job ready graduates.
In this webinar, the panel presented their different and varied approaches to engaging
industry in teaching and learning, from assessment design to unit/course design. The
webinar provided some insights from each of the individuals, but it is also a good forum to
bring your examples so we can create a shared dialogue around, how in management
schools/departments this is being done effectively.
Presenters: Dr Justine Ferrer – Deakin University, Associate Professor Alan
McWilliams – Victoria University and Professor Peter Holland – Swinburne
University

13/04/22

ASSOCIATE/STUDENT PD
“Academic life: The inside scoop”
Sara Ekberg has a fascinating story to share about her journey from a doctoral student
with 2 PhDs (!) to post-doctoral fellow and now full-time, early career academic. This is a
candid look at the highs, lows and realities of life as an academic – and your chance to get
answers to more of the questions you’ve always wanted to ask.
Dr Sara Ekberg, Lecturer in Entrepreneurship – Griffith Business School

28/04/22

“The academic promotion process – a mysterious process”
The academic promotion process is viewed by many to be a somewhat opaque and
mysterious process. The perceived lack of transparency is driven by a number of factors
including tradition, shifting institutional pressures, and differences in culture across
institutions and between schools/departments. Further compounding the lack of clarity is
the infrequent nature of academic promotion with four ranks (three promotions) typically
the upper limit across a multi-decade career and differing standards at each promotion
rank. In this session the panel will explore the factors, both formal and informal, that in our
experience have driven the academic promotion process.
Panel: Professor Kevin Lowe, The University of Sydney Business School. Dr
Christine Contessotto, Associate Dean Teaching and Learning, Faculty of Business
and Law, Deakin University. Professor Kerry Brown, School of Business and Law,
Edith Cowan University. Professor Bevan Catley, School of Management, Massey
University. Associate Professor Remi Ayoko, School of Business, University of
Queensland.

25/05/22

ASSOCIATE/STUDENT PD

“Managing your supervisor”
This month we welcomed Anneke Fitzgerald. Anneke has a distinguished career during
which time she has supervised 18 HDR students to completion. The session focussed on
how to manage your supervisor and build and maintain a good relationship by
understanding who they are, how they think and what is important for a sustained
relationship. It touched on backgrounding and managing expectations; maintaining healthy
relationships with the supervisory team; and overcoming some of the difficulties you might
encounter.
Emeritus Professor Anneke Fitzgerald – Griffith Business School
16/06/22

ASSOCIATE/STUDENT PD

“Mental Health and Wellbeing in Academia”
Marissa Edwards is an active researcher on mental health and wellbeing in academia, and
has published several journal articles and book chapters on the topic. She is also currently
part of a UQ team studying the mental health and wellbeing of PhD candidates. Marissa,
along with likeminded colleagues, curates the 'Voices of Academia' project, which has a
purpose of bringing together diverse voices to discuss mental health and wellbeing.
Dr Marissa Edwards – UQ Business School

What is coming up?
Place these dates into your
diary so you don’t miss out!
As an ANZAM member, you will be notified via email of all available PD sessions. If you know someone
who is not an ANZAM member but interested in a session, non-members can attend for a small
administrative cost, which will be charged after completing registration.

DATE

SESSION DETAILS

18/07/22
12pm-1pm
(AEST/QLD)

ASSOCIATE/STUDENT PD
“Industry Engagement: What is it, how to do it and why you should”
We have two great presenters this month: organisational development consultant and
ANZAM Industry Fellow Anne Smyth, and research coach and business development Dr
Richard Huysmans. Anne and Richard will be talking about the nuts and bolts of doing
research in your own or others’ organisations and how to foster and support productive
industry exchange and development and leverage your own expertise. Whether you’re yet
to collect data, are having problems collecting data, or want to work with or in industry
post-PhD, this session is for you.
Anne Smyth and Dr Richard Huysmans
To register for this session:
https://us06web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJIrdeurTorHN2ho12SGzFpuasgEX13qUpB

27/07/22
11am-12.30pm
(AEDT/Sydney)

“Supervising your HDR Students”

28/07/22
HOSOM/IM meeting
Invitation only event
12pm-1.30pm
(AEDT/Sydney)

“Working on Campus: Can We Go Back to the Future – and Should We?”

17/08/22
12pm-1pm
(AEST/QLD)

21/09/22
12pm-1pm
(AEST/QLD)

20/10/22
12pm-1pm
(AEST/QLD)

In July ANZAM welcomes back Emeritus Professor Anneke Fitzgerald. Anneke has a
distinguished career during which time she has supervised 18 HDR students to
completion. The session will focus on how to be a supervisor and build and maintain a
good relationship with your HDR students. It will touch on backgrounding and managing
expectations; maintaining healthy relationships within the supervisory team;
and overcoming some of the difficulties you might encounter.
Emeritus Professor Anneke Fitzgerald, Griffith University
To register for this session:
https://us06web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZwvde2rqTIjGtPBypEiag3gk-6gboG4Jltz
The consensus is that not all staff want to be back on campus and there are a myriad of
reasons why. Universities are pushing to recreate the pre-pandemic sense of vibrancy on
campus for both students and staff but are also facing push back on environmental and
wellbeing grounds. What are the issues and strategies being used to revitalise the postpandemic campus and what are the resistance points? What might happen to the
university and the university experience if we all stayed at home?
Panel will include: Professor Kate Kearins, Professor Tim Bentley and one other
panelist to be confirmed.
Facilitated by: Professor Bevan Catley, Massey University New Zealand
Invitation only event
ASSOCIATE/STUDENT PD

“Teaching sustainability and business in Aotearoa New Zealand: My journey
of being pākehā”
Associate Professor, Sara Walton, University of Otago
Registration will open in July for this session.
ASSOCIATE/STUDENT PD

“A juggling act of pursuing a PhD, university teaching, engaging with
industry… and yes, life!”
Dr Subas Dhakal, UNE Business School
More information and registration details to be provided shortly.
ASSOCIATE/STUDENT PD

“Design thinking for career and life”
Deanne Camplejohn, HDR Career Consultant, Griffith University
Registration will open in September for this session.

DATE

SESSION DETAILS

27/10/22
12pm-1.30pm
(AEDT/Sydney)

“To be or not to be social: Social media for academics”

November
Date/time to be
confirmed.
November
Date/time to be
confirmed.

“To be or not to be social: Social Media for Academics", is an online, interactive workshop,
that delves into the use of social media, specifically, LinkedIn and Twitter, for personal,
professional Academic staff brand building. At the conclusion of the course, participants
will have developed an understanding on how to leverage social media for personal
Academic brand development. Participants will learn about the importance of having a
personal brand building strategy that aligns with both personal and organisational
development and branding opportunities. Personal brand building opportunities primarily
on LinkedIn and also on Twitter will be discussed. Through an evaluation of extant social
media content, participants will be guided to scrutinize for effectiveness, impact and
engagement. Practical advice about tactics for building a personal and organisational
brand will be discussed. Participants will be supported through the (re)building of their
LinkedIn profile, followed by the preparation and publishing of a post relevant to their
current position.”
Dr Violetta Wilk, Edith Cowan University
Registration will open in September for this session.
ASSOCIATE/STUDENT PD
Coming soon! Details to be finalised.

“The Art of Academic writing and publishing for English as a second
language (ESL) researchers”
Academic performance is judged in part on one’s level of linguistic competence in English.
As a consequence, scholars who wish to succeed on the academic market must be able
to write in English not only fluently but also eloquently.
This places non-native English speakers in a disadvantageous position.
The goal of this session is therefore to have a discussion regarding the various challenges
that non-native English speakers face when writing and publishing in English.
ANZAM will bring together a panel of experienced and well-published management
researchers who approach the theme from diverse perspectives.
Associate Professor Chia-Yen (Chad) Chiu will lead a panel.
Registration will open in October for this session.

05/12/22
All-day event.

ANZAM Doctoral Student Workshop

05/12/22
HOSOM/IM meeting
Invitation only event
1.5 hour event in the
afternoon. Time to be
confirmed.
05/12/22
5pm-7pm
(AEST/QLD)

HOSOM/IM event as part of the Conference proceedings

6/12/22 and 7/12/22
All day x 2 event

ANZAM 35th Conference

6/12/22
6.30pm-11pm
(AEST/QLD)

ANZAM Conference dinner (tickets must be pre-purchased)

A day-long workshop for ANZAM HDR student (Associate) members, held annually.
Program details coming soon.
Hosted by: Griffith University, Gold Coast campus
ANZAM Doctoral Student Representative for 2022 – Victoria Lister
Email: victoria.lister@griffithuni.edu.au
Hosted by: Griffith University, Gold Coast campus
Time to be confirmed: afternoon of 5/12/22 leading into the Conference welcome event at
Griffith University, Gold Coast campus.
Theme to be confirmed.

ANZAM Welcome event
Venue: Griffith University, Gold Coast campus
Time: 5:00pm – 7:00pm
Cost: $40
Drinks & Canapés will be provided.
Venue: Griffith University, Gold Coast campus
(Virtual attendance and day pass options available)
Visit the Conference website for more information:
http://anzamconference.org/
Venue: SkyPoint’s Private Function Room, Level 78 – Surfers Paradise
Time: 6:30pm – 11:00pm
Cost: $140 per person
Three-course dinner with beverages.

